The Collections Strategies Coalition (the Coalition) was formed during the summer of 2018 as a way to align and transform collections activities across the Libraries. Members of the Coalition serve by virtue of their leadership role in the Libraries and all have job duties that are directly aligned with collections management or access. The same group of leaders previously convened to update collections policies which were finalized and endorsed in the fall of 2018.

Distinctive Open Collections (priority)
Build Diverse & Impactful Partnerships (strategic plan)
The Libraries invest in and support unique and distinctive collections and contribute to global scholarship through our unique content as part of an emerging global knowledge economy. We do this though building partnerships that enable us to create and share collections that support diverse and inclusive points of view. 10 new resources integrated diversity into our collections: American Indian Histories & Cultures; Journal of Feminist Family Therapy; Database of Latin Dictionaries; Shen Bao; Zhang Letian; Early Arabic Printed Books Series 1, 2 & 3; Historical Jerusalem Post; Florentine Ordo.

Curriculum & Research Support (priority)
Enable Student Success (strategic plan)
Resources are added that support coursework and research. Our approach is to acquire resources strategically, as University programs evolve and transform. All 36 resource investments support some aspect of research and teaching at the University. One resource, Visible Body, is a collaborative acquisition with UMass Boston that supports over 1,200 undergraduate students on the Amherst campus who no longer have to purchase lab manuals, saving those students over $48,000 annually.

Richly Integrated Collections (priority)
Advance Research & Scholarship (strategic plan)
The Libraries strive for focused depth and interconnectedness within its collections to create a rich environment for exploration and study. New resources that enriched existing collections include: Econosmiths, PsycTESTS, Art & Architecture Source; Supplementum Epigraphicum Graecum, Congressional Record Collection D.
RESOURCES

American Indian Histories & Cultures
Art & Architecture Source
Bibliographie de Civilisation Medievale
Brill Medieval Reference Library
Catalysis Reviews
Catalysis Science & Technology
Computer Science Education
Congressional Record Collection D
Database of Latin Dictionaries
Dictionary of Medieval Latin from British Sources
Early Arabic Printed Books, Series 1, 2, 3
Econosmiths
Europa Sacra
Florentine Ordo
GuideStar Library Services
Historical Jerusalem Post
In Principio
Index of Medieval Art
InTechOpen
International Encyclopaedia for the Middle Ages
Journal of cognitive psychotherapy
Journal of feminist family therapy
Latest Thinking
Lexikon des Mittelalters
Nature Catalysis
Nature Human Behavior
Professional Development in Education
Psychoanalytic Review
PsycTESTS
Saint Bonaventure
Shen Bao
Supplementum Epigraphicum Graecum
Visible Body
Yale A&A ePortal
Zhang Letian